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UCF's use of technology applauded
National group ranks
university among best
for helping teachers
use technology

T

he word "technological" is no
longer part of the university's
official name, but UCF and
technology still go hand in hand. The

university is one of the five best
institutions in North America when it
comes to helping teachers use
technology in the classroom,
according to a national study.
The distinction — in a year
when Yahoo! magazine rated UCF
the 26th most-wired campus in the
nation for use of the Internet —
stems from a July survey by the
American Productivity and Quality

Center and the State Higher
Education Executive Officers. The
other top institutions are Virginia
Tech, the California State University
System, Bellevue Community
College in Washington, D.C., and
College Boreal in Ontario.
The survey considered how the
Library and offices of Instructional
Resources and Computer Services,
along with the Faculty Center for
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New SUS
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Graduate
Studies,
Research
units split
I

n another sign of UCF's coming of
age, the one-time Division for
Research and Graduate Studies
has been split so that more emphasis
can be placed on each function.
The change comes at the recommendation of a blue-ribbon committee
of faculty who studied the proposal
during the past year. As the university
moves into its second quarter century
offering classes, both research funding
and graduate student enrollment are
expected to substantially increase.
"We want both [sponsored
research and graduate studies] to
grow, so we will look more like a
Research I university. That's what we
eventually expect to be," Provost
Gary Whitehouse says.
The university's research area will
remain under the direction of the vice
president for Research. Graduate
Studies will be directed by an
associate vice president and report
directly to the provost. By removing
the Office of Graduate Studies from
the Division for Research,
Whitehouse hopes that both areas
will be stimulated.
While no other major changes are
planned for the Division for Research,

Teaching and Learning and Office
of Course Development and Web
Services work together to support
faculty in use of technology and
information resources.
"This award is an honor and a
recognition of the cooperative
approach we take at UCF," says Joel

A

five-year plan approved by the
Board of Regents to distinguish
between teaching and research
schools for the 10 state universities will
have little impact on UCF — for now.
Under the plan, UCF is designated a Research II university, meaning
it will continue on the course now set,
adding undergraduate, graduate and

111 n i l

"The chancellor's plan
simply recognizes
UCF [and the other
universities] as what
we really are."
— Provost Gary Whitehouse

Which way is up?
The image of a student walking past the Health and Public
Affairs Building is reflected in the pond in front of the
building.

doctoral programs as needed and
focusing on research.
Joining UCF as Research II
universities are Florida Atlantic and
Florida International. Florida State,
South Florida and Florida are
Research I universities and will cap
undergraduate enrollment while
working to establish national-level
research. North Florida, Florida
A&M, West Florida and Florida Gulf
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ETC., ETC.
Memo
To: Faculty and A&P personnel
From: Julie Hite, Registrar's Office
Subject: Commencement procession
of faculty and A&P staff
Commencement ceremonies are
Saturday, Dec. 19, in the UCF Arena: 8
a.m. — College of Arts and Sciences;
11:30 a.m. — Colleges of Education and
Engineering; 3 p.m. — College of Health
and Public Affairs; 6:30 p.m. — College of

Business Administration.
Line-up for the procession is 20
minutes prior to each ceremony in the
corridor outside room 115. Enter the
Arena on the first level under the main
entrance stairway and proceed down the
right corridor. Signs will be posted. Major
professors assisting the doctoral hooding
join their candidate(s) in the right corridor.
Area roads are heavily congested
prior to ceremonies; plan accordingly.
Your academic regalia will serve as your
"parking pass" for reserved parking in lot
F-1 on the east side of the Arena.

To: UCF community
From: Public Relations Department
Subject: Web page calendar
The Office of Public Relations has
revised the universitywide Web page
calendar for 1999. The format is
easier to read and operate. Please
check out the calendar at http://
www.oir.ucf.edu/pubrel/ for the many
events listed for the new year. To
have your department events listed,
send them to Sheila Anderson at
smanders@mail.ucf.edu, ADM 338
+0090 or fax to 823-3403.

Leave
campus,
what for?
Yo quiero Taco Bell. OK, so
there's no Mexican food on campus
— yet. But there's not much else to
complain about when it comes to
eating or doing lunchtime chores
on campus.
Over the last few years, our
campus dining choices have greatly
expanded. And
let's face it, getting
a quick, tasty bite
— and maybe
finding a place to
sit and chat with
peers — is the goal
most of us have for
lunch. Five or 10 years ago, it wasn't
easy to do that. Going for pasta or
a favorite hamburger meant a road
trip off campus.
There's a lot more to lunch than
eating nowadays. Back in UCF's
"dark ages," getting chores done
on the lunch hour was a challenge
fit for the meticulous planning of a
rocket scientist: Get from the office
to desired destination (perhaps the
post office to mail a gift for Aunt
Annabelle), suffer slow-moving
lines and sprint back to work. With
UCF becoming its own village (and
a fair-sized one), services for the
campus community are growing.
Now, you can arrange to get
your hair trimmed, find a gardening book on how to fight the pests
that popped up in your yard,
purchase a last-minute gift and
card, plan a vacation, try out that
computer you're thinking of buying, compare prices on software,
take care of banking or buy snacks
for that afternoon slump. If you
need file folders for your home
office or copies of a favorite joke to
send friends, you're in luck. All of
these tasks can be accomplished
without leaving campus. And don't
forget buying UCF stuff for relatives. KnightWear, the Bookstore and
Greek Unique are places to shop.
Of course, the newest rage is
the All-Campus card, the new I.D.
card for everyone. "Currently, it
can be used to a limited degree with
some of the vending machines,"
says Phil Goree, acting director for
Business Services. "All that will
expand beginning next term. You'll
be able to put cash 'onto' the card
up to $99, either through a vending
machine or banking account."
The card can then be used at
the Clip Joint, campus food service
spots, the Student Copy Center
and for most of the other services
on campus. And if you're still not
happy, just wait. The Student
Union expansion will start soon
and more services will be offered,
more stores and another eatery.
Who knows? Maybe Mexican
food is in our near future.
— Joanne Griggs

Nobel Prize winners to speak at UCF
UCF faculty, research staff and
students are invited to hear three
Nobel Prize winners and several
other notable optical scientists and
celebrate the establishment of the
School of Optics/CREOL at a special
discounted rate.
The School of Optics Inaugural
Conference, Jan. 11 and 12 at the
Student Union, will feature the
world's most lauded researchers in
the optics field. Nicolaas
Bloembergen, professor emeritus and
Nobel laureate from Harvard
University, is chairing the event with
a presentation on "Nonlinear Optics:

Past, Present and Future." He was
awarded the Nobel Prize for
developing non-linear optics, the
interaction of high-intensity light
with matter, as a field of study. Other
key presenters are Nobel laureates
Charles Townes of the University of
California, Berkeley, who was
awarded the prize for his role in the
invention of the maser (a precursor to
the laser) and the laser; and Steven
Chu of Stanford University, who
received the prize for development of
optical tweezers which can be used to
manipulate small objects such as
protein molecules.

"To have speakers of this caliber
presenting at the same event is a
tremendous achievement," says M.J.
Soileau, director of the School of
Optics/CREOL. "It is an indication of
the growth of UCF's program and
reputation."
Several other notable speakers,
presentations by CREOL alumni and
a tour of School of Optics/CREOL
labs are also on the agenda. The discounted rate for UCF faculty, research
staff and students is $60 for the twoday event. Conference program and
registration information is available
on the Web at www.creol.ucf.edu.

Preparing
for finals
Kelly Zirkle makes
the most of her study
time by being
outdoors on a bench
near the Student
Union. Behind her
the Classroom
Building is under
construction.

Time to plan for commencement
Fall commencement is Saturday,
Dec. 19, at the UCF Arena. Candidates
participating in ceremonies will receive guest tickets (based on the maximum seating capacity and number of
participants at each ceremony):
• 8 a.m. — College of Arts and
Sciences, six tickets per candidate;
• 11:30 a.m. — Colleges of Education and Engineering, eight tickets;
• 3 p.m. — College of Health and
Public Affairs, nine tickets;
• 6:30 p.m. — College of Business
Administration, eight tickets.
Candidates on the main campus
must pick up tickets at the UCF
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Bookstore, Monday-Saturday, Dec. 712. A photo ID will be required.
Doctoral candidates and platform
party guests must contact the
Constituent Relations Office at 8236609 for tickets.
On branch campuses, candidates
can order and pick up tickets at their
area campus. Tickets must have been
ordered by Nov. 21 and can be picked
up Monday-Friday, Dec. 7-11. At the
Daytona Beach campus, contact the
Administrative Services Office. At the
Brevard campus, contact the BCC
Bookstore.
Candidates are encouraged to pick

up tickets by the dates specified.
Unclaimed tickets will be distributed
to candidates requesting additional
tickets. Candidates from all campuses
may pick up unclaimed and excess
tickets at the UCF Bookstore (main
campus) on a first-come, first-served
basis on Monday, Dec. 14. The
number of additional tickets received
will be based on the number
available. Tickets remaining after
Monday, Dec. 14, will be available at
the Bookstore through Friday, Dec. 18.
For information, contact the
Registrar's Office, ADM 161, at 8233100 or 823-3531.

From
the
ivory
tower
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Aloha, bowl season — Knights
have shot at postseason game
Dollars keep coming
for United Way drive
A few more dollars may make it into the final
count, but the main campus 1998 Florida State
Employees' Charitable Campaign has almost
topped out with $112,739 given or pledged by
UCF employees as of Monday, Nov. 30.
Just over 51 percent of faculty and staff
participated in the UCF campaign, which had an
original goal of $105,000 for local, state, national
and international charities. The annual drive
officially closed Oct. 30.

USPS gets thumbs
up for parade float
In what is becoming a tradition, the USPS
Council once again sponsored and built a float for
last month's Homecoming Parade. The float
depicted a wrecked Ball State alien spaceship,
defeated by the might of the "great UCF Back in
Black and Gold team," says Fred Smith of the
Staff Council. "We are busting with pride for the
great effort of those who made this a great float."

Cheer for UCLA this weekend.
Believe it or not, the Golden Knights football
team — in just its third season in NCAA Division I
— will be spending Christmas night playing in a
bowl game, likely against Air Force, provided the
UCLA Bruins beat the Miami Hurricanes on
Saturday, Dec. 5.
In a formula that almost requires a Ph.D. in
college football bowlology to figure out, if UCLA
wins Saturday, UCF will play in Hawaii's Oahu
Bowl on Christmas. If, however, Miami upsets the
Bruins, UCF will be bumped in favor of Oregon.
Confused?
The scenario is this: Undefeated UCLA will play
in the Fiesta Bowl for the mythical national
championship if it beats Miami. That would put
Oregon (8-3) in the Holiday Bowl and, as stated,
UCF in the Oahu. But a Bruins' loss means UCLA
will play in the Rose Bowl and that school's sister
Pac-10 teams would slip into lesser bowls, with
Oregon sliding into the Oahu.
If UCF does end up in the Oahu, chances are the
opponent will be Air Force (10-1), although there is
an outside chance it could be either Colorado (7-4)
or Washington (6-5).
Whatever happens, however, the provisional
invitation by the Oahu Bowl to UCF (9-2) on
Tuesday, Dec. 1, is an amazing recognition by the
NCAA. In the event UCF does go to Hawaii for the
holidays, Athletic Director Steve Sloan hopes fans
celebrate the historic game by buying the bowl's
$45 tickets as souvenirs even if they cannot attend.
Until then, go UCLA.
— David Finnerty

UCF in 1998
1-0
2-0
2-1
3-1
4-1
5-1
6-1
7-1
7-2
8-2
9-2

Louisiana Tech
64-30
48-0
Eastern Illinois
7-35
Purdue
38-31
Bowling Green
31-24
Toledo
38-17
Northern Illinois
42-10
S.W. Louisiana
Youngstown State 44-32
Auburn
6-10
37-14
Ball State
38-6
New Mexico

Oahu Bowl
Teams: UCF (9-2) vs. Air Force (10-1)?
Where:
Honolulu, Hawaii
When:
Dec. 25, 8:30 p.m.
TV:
ESPN
Notes:
The Oahu Bowl is the only
game Christmas night,
which means football fans
from across the nation will
tune in to watch. One
obvious benefit of the
nationally televised game
is recruiting will be helped.

Housing offices
pack up, move
The Off-Campus Housing Center and
Conference Housing Services are in their new
location in the Student Resource Center, room 140
(across from the Crossroads Cafeteria). Office
hours are Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. For
information, call 823-6505.

A trip to the
Oahu Bowl
is giving
UCF fans
reason to
celebrate.

Women's athletics
scores with drive
A major fund-raising campaign is under way
for women's athletics at UCF. The Knight Boosters
are hoping to raise at least $200,000 by Jan. 31 so it
can be matched with state dollars. For information, call 823-2190 or 823-6398.

Upcoming holiday
The holiday season is officially here. Next up is
Christmas on Friday, Dec. 25.

This issue
This issue of The UCF Report is for the weeks of
Dec. 4-10 and Dec. 11-17. It is the 10th issue of fiscal
year 1998-99. The UCF Report is published 23
times a year (every other week in the fall and
spring, and every third week in the summer).

The UCF Report
The UCF Report is a publication of the Office of
Public Relations, Division of University Relations,
University of Central Florida P.O. Box 160090,
Orlando, FL 32816-0090, (407) 823-2504. Publication
of announcements and official memoranda about
university policy and procedures in The, UCF Report
constitutes official notice to faculty and staff.
David Finnerty, editor
Sheila Anderson, editorial assistant
Barbara Butterton, editorial assistant
Joanne Griggs, writer
Susan Loden, writer
Jacque Brund, photographer
Suzanne Ball, student assistant
Anthony Felix, student assistant
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TECHNOLOGY, continued from page 1
Hartman, vice provost for Information Technology
and Resources.
As part of the study to discover best practices in
"Faculty Instructional Development: Supporting
Faculty Use of Technology in Teaching," a team
spent a day on campus in September to see UCF's
faculty support resources firsthand.

The survey and case studies will serve as a
benchmark effort to help universities as well as
federal, state, private and discipline-specific
organizations set policies to support, recognize and
reward faculty engaged in using technology to
enhance teaching and learning.
— Jerry Klein and Susan Loden

DIVISION, continued from page 1
a second, smaller committee of representatives
from each college and the Faculty Senate has been
formed to define functions of the new graduate
office and its relationship with the colleges. The
associate vice president for Graduate Studies
(Patricia Bishop is currently in that position on an
interim basis) will serve on the Dean's Council and
have a more direct relationship with the five deans.
Despite the restructure, the Graduate Studies
Office and Division for Research will continue
working together. "There needs to be a very close
tie between sponsored research and the graduate
school," Whitehouse says. "They need to
complement each other in a major sense."
A national search to fill the associate vice
president for Graduate Studies position will begin
next fall. The vice president for Research search
committee, headed by College of Arts and Sciences

Dean Kathryn Seidel, is already meeting. That
position has been held since July by interim Vice
President M.J. Soileau, who has had the additional
duty of overseeing the Center for Research and
Education in Optics and Lasers.
"I don't expect major changes," Whitehouse
says of the way the research and graduate studies
functions operate on campus. "We're anticipating
significant growth on the graduate level and hope
this will stimulate that and funded research."
Under new designations recently established by
the Board of Regents, UCF is classified as a
Research II university, with a mandate to continue
to add undergraduate and graduate programs in
select fields. The three largest state universities are
Research I schools, focused on establishing national
research reputations.
— Susan Loden
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Association keeps retirees in UCF family
The ties of many UCF retirees to
the university and each other remain
strong long after their days working
are over, thanks in large part to the
UCF Retirement Association, which
will celebrate its 10th birthday in
October.
"The [membership] growth we
have now [includes] those who really
built the university. They came on in
'68 and the early '70s, when the
university was just getting started,"
association historian Carrie
Lehmann says.
A former assistant to the vice
president for Student Affairs, it was
Lehmann who spearheaded
development of the association.

Almost half of UCF's 250 retirees
pay $10 each year to belong to the
association. Many of them attend two
annual luncheons and all retirees are
kept abreast of happenings at UCF,
legislative and State University
System news through The UCF Star,
edited by Lehmann.
The association president is Phil
Goree, who recently returned from
retirement to serve UCF as full-time
interim director for Business Services.
That job leaves him little time to devote
to the association. "I give them directions; they do all of the work," he says.
Members represent a full spectrum
of former employees, from groundskeepers to faculty to secretaries and

beyond.
"These are people who served a
number of years. We have a loyalty to
the institution and want to see it be
successful," Goree says. "Many
attend athletic events and various
functions [such as] the Theater or use
the Library."
The association is now working
on its most-ambitious project ever to
forever make eligible retirees a part
of campus life. A campaign is in
swing to raise $200,000 to pay for
construction of the Garden of
Remembrance, a granite memorial
between the Student Union and
Arena engraved with the names of
deceased faculty and staff. The UCF

Foundation is assisting with the
project.
Goree says there are a lot of hard
workers in the association helping
longtime UCF professor and
administrator Leslie Ellis on the
project. According to Goree, Ellis is
"the driving force behind the Garden
of Remembrance."
"He's done all of the legwork and
has pushed and pushed. We're trying
to assist in the fund-raising effort.
We have a long way to go with this,"
Goree says.
For information on the UCF
Retirement Association, call
Lehmann at 889-9833.
— Susan Loden

One-time employee making mark in theater

Judith McGunegle has been making costumes for the Civic
Theater since retiring from UCF a year ago.

When Judith McGunegle, after
15 years, took early retirement from
her job as director of the testing
program for the Counseling and
Testing Center in 1997, she had a
plan.
She was headed for the bright
lights of the theater.
Well, at least, she hoped that one
day costumes she had sewn would
shine in the spotlight of the Civic
Theater of Central Florida.
"I had visited a Shakespeare
workshop. I saw how much they did
with so little. I knew how to sew, I
bet I could do that. I took three costume courses with the UCF Theater
Department," McGunegle recalls.
With this training under her belt,
McGunegle offered her artistry as a
volunteer costume-maker to UCF
alumnus and Civic Theater costume
manager Rick Eberle.
"I knew I would learn a great
deal. They are very willing to teach
me anything they do," she says.
"Sewing was always a hobby for
me; I'm practicing my hobby full
time. I just finished sewing on a
button that popped off some jeans in

last night's production."
McGunegle volunteers an average
of four hours a day. Near show time,
it's more. For "Angels in America,"
for instance, she stitched hundreds of
feathers for the wings of angels.
McGunegle has also helped dress the
casts in the Children's Theater
production of "Merlin" and for the
Ronald Reagan-era epic of the early
'80s "Just Say No." Eberle even gave
her billing as his assistant for that
production.
"I took her through the paces of
what I do to design a show. I'll take
Judith as far as she wants to go and
would be more than happy to have
her design a show if she feels she is
ready," Eberle says.
"We're thrilled to have her. The
fact that she took costuming classes
gave her a jump on everybody else
[who wanted to work in costuming].
She has a lot of enthusiasm and is a
very calming influence. She helps us
keep our sanity and helps us
remember what a good place we have
to work. Judith will say, 'It's so nice
to come here everyday.'"
— Susan Loden

CLASSIFICATIONS, continued from page 1
Coast are considered Comprehensive universities. They will
teach primarily undergraduates
and master's students, with
limited doctoral and research
programs.
"The chancellor's plan simply
recognizes UCF [and the other
universities] as what we really
Herbert
are. It also encourages us to grow
and qualify as a Research I university," Provost
Gary Whitehouse says.
With almost 30,000 students, he adds, UCF has
the opportunity to pursue Research I. "If the growth
trends and the quality that goes with it that we see

today continue at the same pace, the numbers will
accumulate and we will earn that distinction."
Chancellor Adam Herbert, who proposed the
designations to enable the state to "develop much
more research muscle," stresses that all three
Research II universities have strong potential to join
the Research I universities over the next seven to 15
years. "We cannot take seven or eight universities
to that [Research I] level, and we cannot take six at
once," he says.
The new system sharpens the focus of research
funding and economic development, with UCF and
its strong research initiatives at the heart of hightech development in the 1-4 Corridor.
— Susan Loden

How close is UCF to Research I?
UCF by the
numbers
Undergraduate enrollment 24,281
Graduate enrollment
4,021
Graduate programs
69
Baccalaureate degrees
5,334
Master's degrees
1,226
Doctoral degrees
69
Research, development
$21.5 m
Endowment
$40.6 m

Research I
Thresholds
20,000
7,500
100
5,000
1,500
50
$40 m
$100 m

At least 75 percent of the criteria must be met to
move into Research I classification
Source: Florida Board of Regents, 1996-97 study

1ST education programs get national exposure
The Institute for Simulation and
Training and College of Education
cooperated on a National Education
Association video presentation for
NEA members nationwide. The goal
of the NEA project was to tell about
the latest technology advances in
education.
NEA producer James Hristakos
visited 1ST to tape the institute's
computer-based distributive
education projects. 1ST is developing
the programs and updating teachers

with the skills needed to access
lessons over the Internet.
For the NEA visit, 1ST set up a
demonstration classroom using
College of Education doctoral
students as subjects. Hristakos taped
segments of an actual workshop.
Senior research scientist Jim Parsons
led the workshop.
1ST senior educational scientist
Julia Medin, on a recent visit to
Washington, D.C., learned of the NEA
video project and, during a meeting

with NEA administrators, suggested
including IST's advanced research.
"We are excited about the opportunity to extend modeling and simulation applications into the classroom,"
she says. "We are just as pleased with
the opportunity to inform NEA
members of the institute's education
emphasis."
According to Medin, a great deal
of research supports the use of this
technology as an effective learning
tool. Simulation has been used for

years as a training method.
"We're not limiting ourselves to
the classroom," Medin says. "Simulation technology has application
over a wide range of education
opportunities and over a wide range
of learning levels ... Now, the distance
between student and instructor is less
of a factor."
For information, contact Medin at
658-5547 or jmedin@ist.ucf.edu or
Parsons at 658-5071 or jparsons®
ist.ucf.edu.
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Jannick Rolland's
device allows
students to see 3-D
images of bones
If, in the near future, you "walk
this way" and it hurts, doctors and
nurses will have a better chance of
figuring out exactly what ails you,
thanks to a new learning device
created by UCF researchers.

Peeking
inside
"This could
revolutionize
radiographic
education."
— Jannick Rolland

Jannick
Rolland
peers
through a
device that
superimposes
a computer
image of
bones onto
a patient's
body.

FRIDAY, DEC. 4, 1998

For the first time, students
studying the motion of body joints
will have a 3-D, X-ray-like view once
CREOL assistant professor Jannick
Rolland and her colleagues finish
developing prototype technology that
simulates bone movement.
Rolland, who has joint
appointments in the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering
and School of Computer Science,
along with graduate student Yohan
Baillot and University of North

Carolina researcher Donna Lee
Wright are in the second year of the
five-year project.
Once completed, the device will
allow students to peer through
stereoscopic optical goggles while a
second person — acting as the
patient — wears a tracking sensor
over a body joint. A computer will
coordinate information and the
"goggles" will permit students to
see a computer-generated image
superimposed over a patient's body.
"With this prototype, a student
can manipulate a person's arm and
see appropriate images of the bones
as they change position," Rolland
says. "It combines computer
technology and hands-on patient
contact.
"This could revolutionize radiographic education."
Once perfected, the device could
do a better job preparing students for
actual clinical situations.
"They can touch a real human
being, feel the resistance, see the
results of their manipulations and
talk to the patient about pain or other
sensations," Rolland says.
Later, she and her collaborators
plan to create models that show
ligaments and muscle tissue in
simulation. Meanwhile, their current
challenges are to develop the set-up
so it can be used on a simple
classroom computer, have motion in
real-time (coordinated with the
motion of the real body joint), create
light-weight goggles and provide a
sufficient field of vision of the joint so

it is easier to understand what it is
being viewed. "At this point, we can
size the model. That is, we can
enlarge or reduce the size of the
model to the size of the real body
joint," Rolland says.
Rolland, who may be uniquely
trained for this area of research, came
to the field by happenstance. As a girl
growing up in France, she had a
passion for dance. "I studied ballet
and modern dance and wanted to be
a teacher. Maybe that's why I'm so
intrigued with the movement of the
body."
She still has the lithe build and
movements of a dancer. But her
parents and teachers urged her into
science because of her skills in math
and physics. Yet, it was a theatrical
production she attended with her
mother as a 15-year-old that opened
her eyes to the wonders of optics. "I
was fascinated with the technical
aspect of the production. I would
have loved to create the lighting
effects."
After earning an optical
engineering degree in her homeland,
Rolland worked in the field of
astronomy, helping the French
government with its Satellite for
Project Observation of the Earth.
When 24, she came to the U.S. to
learn English — a skill necessary for a
world scientist — and never left.
Instead, she became a teaching and
research assistant in optics at the
University of Arizona in 1984. "They
twisted my arm to get in the Ph.D.
program and I didn't fight it. It was
nice to spend several years getting
paid doing exciting research while
earning my degree in space optics,"
she recalls.
But it was a difficult time to be a
foreign scientist in the United States.
"I was working on the [Reagan
administration's] Star Wars program
and, as a French student, I was only
allowed to see a tiny part of the
project at any given moment because
of the security problems," she says. "I
like to see the entirety of what I'm
working on."
That frustration drove her out of
the field and into medical imaging.
As luck would have it, the
University of North Carolina hired
her to design optical systems for
medical visualizations. During her six
years there, Rolland headed the
vision group with a medical project
and at the same time developed her
own program. There, she and
colleague Wright received a $350,000
grant for their current project.
Rolland left UNC to come to UCF
less than two years ago to be with her
optics peers. The fit has been perfect.
"I really love my position here,
especially the multidisciplinary
aspect of it, because, sometimes, we
must go beyond what we were
trained to do," she says.
Meanwhile, down on the first
floor of the CREOL Building,
graduate student Baillot struggles
with a glitch in the computer setup. "He's the one who's contributed
the most and set up the whole lab,"
Rolland says of the French student
who followed her from UNC to
UCF.
Baillot, who perches at one
computer, then another, typing rapidfire, reminiscent of scientists in
futuristic movies, continues to tinker.
It's only a matter of time before the
glitch is uncovered and the prototype
project makes another step toward a
new way of seeing things.
— Joanne Griggs
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1990-93:
A new decade
President John Hitt arrived,
budget cuts hit UCF hard

freezes, restricted travel and limited purchasing put
the entire university on a shoestring budget. That
spring, 125 classes were cut and tuition was
projected to increase by 15 percent.
And still, the state required UCF to cut an extra
he university opened the '90s with starts
$177,000 from its budget. Students protested in
and sputters while a presidential scandal
Tallahassee and wrote to legislators, with no
and the severest budget cuts ever threatresults. In March 1992, heavy
ened growth and quality.
budget cuts were announced:
On June 10,1991, President
$500,000 from summer
Steven Altman resigned when a
school; $350,000 from the
local newspaper reported that he
Florida Solar Energy Center;
had visited an escort service
$400,000 from other centers
while on state business. An
and institutes; $500,000 from
interim president, Robert
THIRTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
branch campuses.
Bryan, brought a steady and
That fall, enrollment fell below 22,000 and UCF,
practiced hand to guide the university for a year
consequently, lost another $600,000. Despite the set
while the search for a new president was under
backs, President Hitt added 200 classes from the
way. On Dec. 4,1991, John Hitt of the University of
university's reserve budget. Hitt said, "We're
Maine was named UCF's new president. Bryan
gambling that the economy will recover." His plan
continued in his position until Hitt took over in
paid off as the university eventually weathered the
March.
budget storm.
A sluggish economy brought spending freezes
and deep budget cuts for all state agencies. The
Amidst the problems, the university continued
Board of Regents was directed by the Legislature to to shine. The computer programming team won
cut $4 million from the nine universities. Hiring
regional contests and placed fifth in international

T

To celebrate the 35th anniversary of the founding .
of our university, stories will appear in each issue of
The UCF Report throughout 1998. Next issue: A look
at 1994-98 and UCF's future.
competition. UCF was named to the national honor
roll of colleges and universities that best exemplified
teaching of the values of the Western civilization
and the free market economy. The Management
Club placed third in national competition and the
Surf Club was fourth in the National Scholastic
Surfing Association's meet. Film students captured
most of the awards at the Alamo Film Competition.
And U.S. World & News ranked UCF as the 11th
best institution in the South.
Meanwhile, 14 local agencies pledged $150,000
toward the development of a physical therapy
program; the growth of classes spread to the UCF
Cinema. Plans for building improvements
continued with parking fees increased to help pay
for a future garage; and plans for a fire station for
campus in partnership with Orange and Seminole
counties were begun.
— Joanne Griggs

President turns out to be a Hitt
President John Hitt began his
tenure at UCF in March 1992 and was
greeted with one of toughest tests the
university had ever faced. Drastic
budget cuts were forced by a fading
economy and a Legislature in no
mood to listen to complaints.
Nevertheless, convinced the
money woes would pass, Hitt vowed
not to layoff employees and promised
things would improve. His perseverance paid big dividends. In the years
since, under Hitt's leadership, the
university has moved into the best
funding situation in its history.
Prosperous times have come with
great planning and effort. While UCF
has historically received less than its
fair share, that situation has been
corrected. For his part, Hitt sees the
increased funding as an opportunity
to keep providing quality services at a
bargain price. Hitt believes taxpayers
deserve the best for their money.
"I like the challenge of delivering
a superior product with a little less
than an average cost. Maybe that
appeals to me because I like the
competitive challenge that comes
with being the underdog," he once
said.
Former Orange County chairman
Linda Chapin gives Hitt much of the
credit for the university's success
today: "John Hitt has led the way by
transforming the University of
Central Florida into an indispensable
part of our community. He has
created a vision of a university that
Oct. 18,1990
125 classes cut for
the spring semester
due to budget cuts

Sept. 20,1990
Florida Gov. Bob
Martinez and his
cabinet restrict all state
agency spending
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we want to do just with the resources
we can get on our own, it would be
very difficult — probably impossible
— to accomplish our goals," Hitt says.
Perhaps the most impressive
partnerships are the 1-4 High-Tech
Corridor Council, which was formed
in conjunction with the University of
South Florida. The council convinced
AT&T Microelectronics and Cirent
Semiconductor to expand their
operations in central Florida. That has
led to UCF and USF working with 20
corporations to create a state model to
attract high-tech businesses to the area.
UCF is now one of Florida's three
most preferred colleges and universities, based on the number of SAT
scores received from the state's high
"If I can be here when peopleschool seniors. This fall, enrollment
went over the 30,000 mark.
really recognize UCF
With the increased enrollment has
as the greatest
come a construction boom. Twentymetropolitan university five buildings have been added with
two major buildings currently under
in this country, my highest construction
and more planned for
professional ambition
the near future.
Although the UCF Foundation's
will have been achieved."
assets
have grown to more than $45
— John Hitt
million during his tenure, Hitt knows
expands well beyond the borders of
the university has much more
the campus."
potential.
Hitt started his tenure with well"If I can be here," Hitt says, "when
defined goals that have taken shape
people really recognize UCF as the
during his six years at the university.
greatest metropolitan university in
His emphasis on partnerships have
this country, my highest professional
taken the university on a tremendous
ambition will have been achieved."
growth spurt.
— Joanne Griggs
"If we had to do everything that

April 2,1991
Computer programming team
places fifth in international competition

Nov. 6, 1990
Arena
scheduled for
opening in the
spring

June 10,1991
President Steven
Altman resigns

May 29, 1991
Tuition fees expected
to increase 15 percent
in fall; ground breaking
for Student Union

Sept. 26,1991
Classes cut because
of budget; enrollment
to be decreased by
100 students

June 19, 1991 Nov. 12,1991
Robert Bryan
Computer
named interim programming team
president
wins Southwest
contest

Faces
from
the past
Robert Bryan
Interim president, June 1991-March
1992
Bryan, former provost and vice
president of Academic Affairs for
the University of Florida, put his
retirement on hold to serve as
interim president for UCF
following the sudden resignation
of President Steven Altman.
Shortly before, 1989-90, he had
served as interim president at the
University of Florida.
His appointment to UCF was
unanimously approved by the
Board of Regents. Chancellor
Charles Reed said that "Bob Bryan
will keep the momentum going at
the University of Central Florida."
In a letter to the UCF
community, Bryan said: "My initial
impressions confirm that this
institution is in excellent shape,
poised to make major gains in the
next several years. We will take
problems as they come and we will
solve them together. Anything less
would not be in the university's
best interests. When I leave here,
my fondest hope is that the new
president will examine what we
have done and will acknowledge
that we didn't miss a beat."

Dec. 4,1991
John Hitt named
president

March 3, 1992
President Hitt
takes office

Nov. 5, 1992
President Hitt adds
200 classes from
university's reserve
budget
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Caught in the
GOOD JOB:
UCF Purchasing
Director Jack
Winstead
accepts a plaque
from Gov. Lawton
Chiles recognizing
UCF for exceeding
its overall Minority
Business Enterprise
expenditure goal last
year. UCF and South
Florida are the only
institutions in the
State University System
that surpassed their
goals in each of four
MBE individual
categories.

Humberto Lopez Cruz, assistant foreign languages
and literatures professor, published "La negritud como
la historia no oficial en las dos primeras novelas de
Rosa Maria Britton" in Romance Notes this fall. A
section of this article was previously presented at a
lecture at the South Eastern Council on Latin American
Studies conference in Savannah, Ga.

The perfect 3-D photographic image has
the edge of the Grand Canyon, to the canals of
enthralled communication professor John Hoglin
Venice and to the castles and cathedrals of Europe,
since he was a 9-year-old peering into a vintage
all the while tricking the brain into thinking the
stereograph viewer. For him, dual photo images on
filtered and time-altered images have sharp, realcardboard and the handheld viewing device that
world depth and dimension.
transformed them
Although he
into single 3-D
perfected still 3-D
pictures provided a
photography by
fascinating escape
putting two cameras
into faraway places.
together to get the
"It was really
required, slightly
like being there,"
different image for
says Hoglin, who
each eye, Hoglin
founded UCF's
developed his video
film program in
3-D technique after
1974.
watching a clock's
Now, decades
pendulum swing
later, his childhood
with his right eye
love of travel via 3peering through a
D images has come
photographic filter.
full circle. Hoglin
He had studied
has found a way to
some 1920s research
deliver perfect 3-D
that showed that an
videotaped images
optic image enroute
of distant lands to a
to the eye can be
living room
delayed if viewed
television screen.
through a filter. The
result is a 3-D view
Much like the
like the one he
old stereograph
discovered while
images that jumped
watching the clock.
out at him as a boy,
A tenth of a second
Hoglin's videos are
filtered delay to the
travelogues "from
right eye is the trick
Turkey to Taiwan"
that brings Hoglin's
for couch potatoes
Virtual Videos to life
who — if limited to
John Hoglin's videotapes offer traveling
with the aid of gogthe typical TV
experiences from comfort of living room.
gles. "The right eye
image or photo —
sees [the image] where it used to be. That puts it in
might think the world is flat. Even better, Hoglin's
the foreground and gives you depth," he explains.
videos aren't the blurred, smeared, double-images
associated with most 3-D film presentations.
Even professionals using a filter technique
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Joy Blair — program assistant, Registrar's Office;
David Cassidy — sports medicine and athletic training
instructor, Physical Therapy Department; Gloria Cotto
— office manager, Cooperative Education; Dennis Hall
— director, Student Disability Services; Karen Hatcher
— coordinator and visiting education professor; Grant
Hayes — assistant education professor; Norman
Helberg — research associate, Institute for Simulation
and Training; Bassam Khoury — director, International
Student Services; Mark Llewellyn — visiting computer
science lecturer; Angela Nichols, senior secretary,
Student Activities; Frank Toney — storekeeper and
receiving clerk, Central Receiving; Jerry Vega —
physician assistant, Student Health Services.

Kudos

Professors 3-D travelogues
show world in new way

With 3-D, a person "looks into pictures, not at
them," Hoglin says. "You look and look and look
and pick out all kinds of details." Anything that
moves or passes before Hoglin's moving camera
may appear to pop out on the screen and even into
the room when the person watching is wearing 3-D
goggles.
Within his copyrighted Virtual Videos,
produced by a company he founded in 1995 and
based on technology he stumbled upon two years
earlier, even a simple, videotaped walk in the
woods becomes a realistic venture. The viewer can
almost smell the pine trees and tall grass that in the
mind's eye emerge into the foreground and retain a
third dimension as the camera moves past.
Hoglin doesn't stop there. He takes viewers to

Welcome

similar to Hoglin's make "horrible mistakes"
because, "they don't have enough experience,"
Hoglin says. "The foreground becomes background
if things don't move in the right direction at the
right speed. It's a horrible visual experience.
"It is twice as hard [and costs twice as much] to
make this kind of video. You have to have the right
conditions that make 3-D. You have to follow the
rules or you get an inside out disaster."
Until or unless new technology is developed,
Hoglin doesn't expect 3-D to become standard TV
fare. Meanwhile, his Virtual Videos (available by
calling 1-800-VIDEO3D) can take the curious — if
not the adventurous — on realistic tours of
wondrous sites from around the world.
— Susan Loden

Bernard Decker, associate foreign languages and
literatures professor, presented "Racism and Xenophobia in Europe: Summarizing the Final Report of 'The
European Year against Racism'" at the 24th European
Studies Conference at the University of Nebraska.
Thomas Evans, accounting professor, visited Kansas
State University as part of the American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business peer review team, in
October. Evans served as accounting adviser to KSU's
Department of Accounting. The team considered
reaffirmation of both the college and accounting
department's AACSB accreditation for Kansas State.
The work of art professor Johann Eyfells was included
in the exhibition "Minus thirty-Plus sixty" in Kjarvalsstadir,
Reykjavik, Iceland, in September and October. The
exhibition included work by Icelandic artists. The
exhibition catalog says that Eyfells' works are "gigantic
odes to mother nature and to her creative power...
[she] breaks all the rules of traditional sculpture in order
to enlarge and multiply its possibilities."
Dan Jones, associate English professor, revised the
third edition of the 100-page "Instructor's Manual" for
the fourth edition of Paul Anderson's "Technical
Communication: A Reader-Centered Approach." Jones
was a speaker at the Technical Writing Seminar, CELSCI Corp. in Baltimore. He served on the nominating
committee of the Association of Teachers of Technical
Writing, reviewed the manuscript "A Taxonomy of
Expository Writing: Locating Professional Technical
Communication Programs in the University" for the
editor of Technical Communication.
Lisa Logan, assistant English professor, reviewed "A
Colonial Woman's Bookshelf" (by Kevin J. Hayes) for
Resources for American Literary Studies. She
presented "What are Feminist Pedagogies?" at the UCF
Faculty Center and Women's Studies' "Engendering
Knowledge" series.
Martha Marinara, assistant English professor, served
on the President's Commission on the Status of
Women, and the College Graduate Studies and
Research Committee. She directed the Coastal Georgia
Writing Project at the Summer Institute.
Paul Puccio, assistant English professor, reviewed
"The Making of Victorian Sexuality and The Making of
Victorian Sexual Attitudes" (by Michael Mason) and
"The Facts of Life: The Creation of Sexual Knowledge
in Britain, 1650-1950" (by Roy Porter and Lesley Hall)
in Dickens Quarterly.
Gerald Schiffhorst, English professor, presented
"Hildegard and The Rhineland Mystics" at the Summer
School of the Spirit in Winter Park. He served as a peer
reviewer for Milton Studies and as a consultant for
UCF's Religions Studies Program. Schiffhorst was
named consulting editor on the Milton Variorum Project.
Bettie Sommer, associate English professor, presented
"Intercultural Communication" at the annual Conference
of Florida Sister Cities at the Florida Leadership
Training Center in Haines City.
Don Stap, English professor, published his essay "A
Population Reinstated" in Audubon Magazine.
Dawn Trouard, chair and English professor, published
"Welty's Anti-Ode to Nightingales: Gabriella's Southern
Passage" in Mississippi Quarterly.
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CALENDAR
Art (through Dec. 31): Johann
Eyfells outdoor sculptures,
Orlando City Hall. 823-2676.
Art (Library exhibits through
Dec. 31): "Paper Form: Structure
and Scripture," by Judith Segall;
"Handicrafts of Vietnam," by
Karen Nguyen; "Personal
Development," by Robert
Harman; "Venezuela: Its Art and
Culture," by Alfredo Marquez;

A UCF holiday tradition, the Music Department's
Madrigal Feaste, will not take place this year. For
information, call 823-2869.
"Force for Change: World AIDS
Campaign with Young People,"
by Sharon Douglass; "Music at
UCF," by Lee Eubank. 823-5427
Theater (through Dec. 6):
"Butterfinger's Angel," by William

UCF 50+ baseball crowd
get league of their own
Recreational Services is offering the UCF 50+ Baseball
League this winter. The season begins Jan. 5 and will
include six games and a playoff. Cost is $25 and players
must have been born by Jan. 1,1950. For information, call
Loren Knutson at 823-2408.

Toy drive ensures happy
holidays for children
The annual UCF Police Department toy drive for
children who might otherwise miss out on the holiday joy
of receiving is running through Friday, Dec. 11. Officer
Jeannette Emert has coordinated the campus drive for four
years. This year, the Student Alumni Association is
assisting. Drop boxes for new, unwrapped gifts are located
in the lobbies of the Student Union, Alumni Relations and
police station. Toys for infants through teens are needed.
Toys will be distributed by a Seminole County radio
station, with each child receiving about three gifts, Emert
says. For information or to have gifts picked up at your
office, call Emert at 823-6268.

For Sale
Baby items, high chair, portable crib, booster seat, rocking cow, activity walker, $7-$30. $100 takes all. 677-8703.
Home, 2/2 in Palm Valley, 3 miles north of UCF off
Alafaya Trail, 1,056 sq. ft. (24'x44'), move-in condition,
$34,500 obo. 366-0314.
Miscellaneous, Coca-Cola collectible, early 1950s
beach cooler, great condition, nice piece, $125. Beautiful
loveseat, made and kept very well, taupe and ivory stripe
with floral brocade, $200. Coffee table and end table,
walnut wood w/ cane and glass, $50 both. Medium-sized
dog kennel, nearly new, $20. Dee, 823-6505 or 677-4391.

Official Ballot
to Spotlight
Employee
of the Month
PAGE 8

Gibson, Theatre UCF. 823-1500

4-5

12
Open house: Patent and
Trademark, Library, 10 a.m.-3
p.m. 823-5880

15
Sports: Recreational Services'
community baseball (50+). 8232408

Sports: Women's Basketball
Classic, UCF Arena.

Music: UCF Band, downtown
Winter Park Christmas Parade, 9
a.m. 317-7725

16
Lecture: "What Did You Say?,"
communication for personal and
career success, Downtown
Academic Center, noon-1 p.m.
317-7700

19
Music: Ayako Yonetani faculty
violin recital, assisted by Gary
Wolf, piano, donations,
Rehearsal Hall, 3 p.m. 823-2869

Lecture (community series):
"Getting and Maintaining Good
Health," 6:30 p.m., Daytona
Beach campus. 255-7423, ext.
4024
Music: String ensemble,
Rehearsal Hall, 8 p.m. 823-2869

8
Meeting: AFSCME, Education
Complex, room 328, noon-1 p.m.
823-2773 or http://
www.afscmefl.org

Commencement: College of
Arts and Sciences, 8 a.m.;
Colleges of Education and
Engineering, 11:30 a.m.; College
of Health and Public Affairs, 3
p.m.; College of Business
Administration, 6:30 p.m., UCF
Arena.

19-Jan. 10
Theater: Orlando Shakespeare
Festival, "The Compleat Works
of Wllm Shkspr" (abridged),
previews Dec. 16-19. 245-0985
For a more comprehensive
calendar: http://www. oir. ucf. edu/
pubrel/

Event: UCF Women's Club
cookie exchange, 10 a.m. 3653197

Queen size waterbed mattress, liner and heater. Like
new, $50. 977-0374

Stair stepper, Sears Image 838, excellent condition.
Cost over $200, asking $95. 977-0374

Refrigerator, Abscold 2.5 cf compact, $60. Microwave
oven, GE .3 cf, $40. Both for $100. Ideal for office. May
be seen in VAB 105M. Harry, 823-3858.

Waterbed, king-size, everything included: headboard,
mattress, sheets, comforter, heater. $275 obo, 277-5419.

Satellite dish and tracker, 10 ft., heavy duty, $350 obo.
677-8703.
Spa (top of the line w/ numerous jets), black onyx with
granite finish (slip resistant). In a redwood cabinet (prestained). Includes 2 sets of redwood stairs, cover, cover
butler, ozonator and chemicals. Only 5 months old.
$3,000 obo. Lifecycle 6500 mint condition, $600. 5742949 or 823-3854.

Yard sale: Friday, Saturday and Sunday (every weekend
until all gone.) 1017 Sunflower Trail (off Old Chaney Hwy.
and Bunker Hill - east on Hwy. 50) 568-5588.

Miscellaneous
American Sign Language certified teacher for private
evening lessons, 2 hours, one evening a week, at your
home or mine in Casselberry. After 5 p.m. 695-0035.

I nominate
(name)

(campus address)

to be UCF Employee of the Month. (Nominee must have been a University Support Personnel System
employee at least two years.) Any employee, including faculty and A&P, may nominate a candidate on
the basis of job performance, dependability, attitude, etc. A name submitted remains in the pool of
eligible candidates for one year.

Signed:
(name)

(campus address, phone)

Cut ballot and return to Human Resources, ADM 230, EOM.

(Mark envelope "confidential.")
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